
Orienting Principles

1. Mathematics is composed of principles and logics.
2. Brains are plastic.
3. Working memory is limited.
4. Minds are attuned to change.
5. Minds link overlapping events.



Raveling
… (i.e., decomposing and recomposing) concepts to identify critical 
discernments (distinctions, associations, and relations)

Do
• Identify the fine-grained 

discernments (features and 
relationships) required to make sense 
of a topic.

• Consider how these will be woven 
into a coherent whole.

• Ensure sufficient background before 
attempting to connect ideas.

Don’t
• Confuse procedural steps with fine-

grained discernments.

• Meander from idea to idea without a 
clear sense of purpose.

• Attempt to connect ideas that 
learners have not yet discerned or 
with which they are not sufficiently 
fluent.
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Prompting
…learners to engage with a particular distinction, association, or relationship

Do
• Prompt attention to each new critical 

discernment 

• Use careful contrast and sequencing to help 
learners distinguish, bridge, & integrate.

• Offer tasks that require learners to engage
with each new discernment...first separately, 
and then together.

• Structure variation in a manner that 
highlights the impact of changing selected 
variables

Don’t
• Ask learners to attend to multiple new 

discernments before they have a chance to 
engage with them.

• Assume worked examples are sufficient to 
prompt attention

• Equate “practice doing something” with 
making distinctions and noticing patterns

• Equate “finding patterns” with explaining 
relationships.
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Interpreting
…the effectiveness of the raveling and prompting by interpreting the sense learners are 
making of the critical discernment

Do
• Start from a place of confidence, then bridge

to what’s new

• Check every discernment

• Check every child (look for indications of 
frustration and confusion)

• Ask for evidence of understanding

• Ensure questions require necessary 
distinctions and connections

• Attend to the sense learners are making
rather than just the answers they give (and if 
you can’t see it, don’t assume it’s wrong)

Don’t
• Jump right in to something new, or start from 

a place of confidence then leap ahead

• Teach several ideas before interpreting

• Attend to only a few responses

• Allow self-reports of understanding

• Mistake “can do” for “can distinguish” or 
“understands relationship”

• Look for right / wrong without first 
considering how learners are thinking
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Deciding
…what to do in the next moment to bridge and/or extend learner interpretations of critical 
discernments; this may involve adjusting raveling, prompting, and/or interpreting and may involve 
identifying, clarifying, extending, and/or combining critical features

Do
• Minimize distractions from intended discernments 

(e.g. simplify non-focus elements)

• Consider additional discernments that might be 
separated for attention

• Combine familiar discernments

• Adjust problem variables* to highlight intended 
relationships (or invite learners to do so). Consider 
what changes / stays the same.

• Consider what is always, sometimes, or never true 
(…and if sometimes, when?).

Don’t
• Repeat explanations that didn’t work or are 

unnecessary

• Require unnecessary practice

• Combine discernments before learners can work 
fluently with them

• Adjust problem variables too quickly

• Offer extensions that include new discernments 
unfamiliar to some students

• Move ahead before everybody is ready

*vary one feature, vary a different feature(s), switch known & unknown
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